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Quantum theory- explaining a 
wide range of phenomena

More then 100 years ago- Planck described 
accurately the form of emission from glowing hot 
object by assuming the light is multiple of a certain 
quantum

1905- Einstein explain the photoelectric effect

- Counting individual photons provides method 
of measuring a weak optical signal



Single photon detection is employed in a wide 
range of application in science and technology

X-ray and radioisotope imaging

Medical imaging

Laser optical imaging

Lifetime fluorescence measurements using SPC
Laser ranging, tracing and imaging 

Industrial scanning and process control

Particle physics, astrophysics and material science

Quantum information technology



Optical detectors convert light 
into an electrical signal

Most conventional detectors; vacuum 
photomultiplier (PMT) and avalanche 
photodiode (APD)

Photo-excited electron is multiplied using 
avalanche process to produce a 
detectable current
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Electronic and photonic are joined together 
in semiconductor optoelectronic device

The proximity of the atoms in solid results in one set of energy
levels
In semiconductors when T=0 the energy levels are or fully 
occupied by electrons- the valance band or empty- conduction 
band
Thermal and optical interaction can cause a jump of electron 
from the valance to the conduction band- leaving an empty 
place (hole)

-semiconductors absorb and emit photons by undergoing 
transition between the allowed energy levels;

absorption and recombination



Semiconductor is solid materiel with electrical 
conductivity is intermediate between isolator and 
conductor 



When temperature is increases some electron 
will be thermally existed to unoccupied states 
in the conduction band



Device can come in as elemental material (Si, 
Ge) or as compound semiconductor



The electrical and optical properties of the 
semiconductor can be adding small controlled 
amount of chosen impurities

n-type : dopants with excess valance electrons, create 
predominance of mobile electron
p-type : dopants with deficiency of valance electrons

p-type

in III-V

n-type

in III-V

intrinsic-undoped materials   ,   extrinsic- doped materials



A p-n junction is a homojunction between p-
type and n-type of the same semiconductor 

Electrons and hole diffuse 
from areas with high 
concentration to areas of 
low concentration 



An externally applied potential will alter the 
potential difference between the p- and n- regions



A p-i-n junction is made by inserting a layer of 
intrinsic semiconductor between p-type and n-
type region



Heterojunctions provide substantial improvement 
in the performance of electronic and 
optoelectronic devices

Junction between materials create localized jump in 
the energy diagram 

It can create energy band discontinuities that 
accelerate carriers at specific locations (impact 
ionization) 

Semiconductors with different band gap can be used 
to select regions of the structures where light is 
absorbed (part of the device can act as a window 
layer).
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The photo effect take two forms- external and 
internal

External photo effect; involves photo emission, 
photo generated photon escape from the material 
as free electron.

Internal photo effect; the exited carriers remain 
within the material and serve to increase its 
conductivity



External photo effect: if the energy of a photon is sufficiently
large, the exited electron  can escape over the potential 
barrier of the material surface into the vacuum

The lowest work function in metal is ~2eV, useful for visible and ultraviolet

For semiconductor the barrier can get as low as 1.4eV



Photodetectors based on the photo electric 
emission usually take the form of vacuum tubs 
called phototubes



Internal photo effect: photoconductor detectors 
relay on the light increasing the photoconductivty

Generation- absorbed photon generate free carriers

Transport- an applied electric field induce moving of the 
carriers, results in a circuit current

Amplification- induced avalanche by impact ionization
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Certain fundamental rules govern all 
semiconductors detectors 

Quantum efficiency: the probability that a 
single photon will generates a photo 
carrier pair that contributes to the detector 
current
Responsivity: the relation between the 
electron current to incident optical power
Response time: the charge delivered to 
external circuit by carriers motion occupies 
an extended time



Quantum efficiency: the probability that a single 
photon will generates a photo carrier pair that 
contributes to the detector current

The quantum efficiency is a function of the wave length. The band gap wave 
length is the long wave length limit of the material.



Responsivity: the relation between the electron 
current to incident optical power



Response time: the charge delivered to external 
circuit by carriers motion occupies an extended 
time



Three main type of internal photo effect

Photoconductor- registering either the 
photocurrent or the voltage drop across a load 
resistor placed in series with the circuit

Photodiode- based on photo genratod charge 
carriers in materials junctions.

Avalanche photodiode- relay on impact 
ionization inside the device to get gain in the 
diode current. 
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Photoconductor- registering either the photocurrent 
or the voltage drop across a load resistor placed in 
series with the circuit



The device exhibits an internal gain because the 
recombination life time and transient time generally differ



The spectral sensitivity of photoconductors is 
governed by the long wave length limit

The response time of photocondactor detector constrained by 
the transit time and RC time constant
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Photodiode p-n junction: reverse current increases 
when absorbs photon



Photo diodes are generally faster then 
photoconductors because the strong field in the 
depletion layer



Photodiodes are usually operated in the 
strongly reverse-biased mode

A strong reverse bias creates a strong electric 
field which increases the drift velocity of the 
carriers- reducing transit time

It increase the depletion layer- reducing the 
junction capacitance and improving the 
response time

Increasing the depletion layer leads to a larger 
photosensitive area 



The p-i-n photodiode has number of advantages 
over the p-n diode, increasing the depletion layer



p-i-n diode: response times in the tens of ps are 
available



Heterostructure photodiodes is based on two different 
materials and it can minimize the optical absorption out side 
the depletion region



Array detectors: containing a large number of 
photodetectors and can form many spatial points
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carrier is accelerated in strong electric field 
and when they acquiring enough energy they 
excite new carrier

Carrier 
acceleration in 
electric field 



Avalanche photodiode operates by converting 
each detected photon into a cascade of moving 
carrier pairs

The abilities of electrons and holes to impact ionize are characterized by the 
ionization coefficients  



The multiplication region should be thin to minimize 
the possibility of uncontrolled avalanche
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The device generates a random electric current

Photon noise: random arrive of photons

Photo electron noise: photon fails to generate 
pair in probability of 1-η

Gain noise: the amplification process is mostly 
random. 

Receiver circuit noise: from components in the 
electrical circuit



SNR- signal to noise ratio of the photoelectron 
is lower then that of the incident photons



An optical receiver can be characterized by 
three performance measures

SNR=(mean)2/variance (SNRi=i2/σi
2)

Minimum detectable signal- the mean 
signal that yield SNR=1

Receiver sensetivity- the mean signal 
when SNR=SNR0 



There are few other sources of noise

Background noise

Dark current noise

Leakage current?
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Advantages and disadvantages in the PMT device 
(vacuum photomultiplier tube)

Good detectors for the vary low light levels 

They can achieved high temporal resolution of 10-100ps 
using microchannel plate (PMT) type

They are relatively bulky and fragile and easily damaged 
by excess light or voltage

Limited dynamic range

Relatively low quantum efficiency

Require a high voltage supply



Advantages and disadvantages in the APD 
device 

Compact, robust, monolithic

Tend to be more prone to noise than PMT’s

Requiring high voltage

Very sensitive to temperature and excess bias

Problem in SPC (single photon counting) mode-
phenomenon of after pulsing is a by product in this 
device
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Quantum dots is a nanometer sized semiconductor 
region within another material of larger band gap

Electrons in a quantum dot are confined, they have no kinetic energy and 
they occupy spectrally sharp energy levels
They tends to trap electrons due their lower conduction band energy then 
their surrounding
Each quantum dot has a finite capacity for electrons
Trapped electrons experience interaction with the dot and with the 
surrounding
In a quantum dot single photon detector the negative charge trapped 
within the dots limit the current flowing in a nearby thin sensing layer

Photon-induced release of electron from a dot produced a detectable 
change in the current through the sensing layer.



Self organized grows can be easily 
incorporated into a device structures

pictures



Quantum dots semiconductor- sensitive robust 
and cheap

High detection efficiency

The short gate transistor device should 
show a sub-nanosecond response

Low noise



Several improvement research in 
photo detectors type APD’s

Infrared photon counting using sum-
frequency generation and Si APD 

Improving photon counting with InGaAs
APD

SSPD- superconducting single photon 
detectors



SSPD- superconducting single photon 
detectors

The incident photon heats the electronic 
population in the wire and produces a 
transition from the super conducting to the 
normal state

picture
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